Cost-cutting Measures in Place

The company has already laid off one-sixth of its workforce and is planning further cuts.

"Our goal is to improve our cash flow and reduce costs," said the company's CEO. "We've already taken steps to streamline operations and reduce overhead expenses."
Entire non-NDA bloc descends on B’luru
Pawar Missing, But Expected To Join Today
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Nadda attacks oppn, says it has no neta, niyat or niti

TMC takes dig at BJP over NDA meet

Centre wants to restore peace in Manipur as soon as possible

Politics & Policy

People of North-East believe that India is their home and no one has a right to disturb them. This is the time for thePresent scenario of peace in Manipur is not just a temporary respite, but a reflection of the shared desire for a peaceful coexistence. The recent meeting on the issue of Naga Peace Agreement in New Delhi is a positive step towards achieving a lasting solution. The Naga peace process has been ongoing for several years, with both parties working towards a comprehensive agreement that ensures peace and stability in the region.

In urban push, don’t make ‘cities for cars’ like US: Kant

The government of Manipur has taken several steps to promote peace and development in the state. The Manipur Peace Council, established in 1991, has been instrumental in bringing the parties to the negotiating table and facilitating dialogue. The state government has also taken measures to improve infrastructure, healthcare, and education in the region.

Jai Shankar & O’Brien among II to be elected unopposed to RS

New Delhi: External affairs minister S Jaishankar and foreign minister-designate Blinken were among those who were elected unopposed to the Rajya Sabha on Thursday. Rajya Sabha elections were held on Thursday to fill vacancies in the upper house of Parliament.

TNY snapping at US for its forceful and other countries for their interference in Manipur is a manifestation of the state’s commitment to safeguarding its sovereignty and territorial integrity. The state government has been actively engaging with the central government and other stakeholders to ensure a peaceful resolution of the issue.

India, Argentina to talk def talk, eye on Tejas deal

New Delhi: India and Argentina are set to hold talks on Tuesday to discuss the Tejas fighter jet deal and other defence cooperation. The talks are expected to be held on Tuesday and are likely to focus on the ongoing negotiations for the purchase of 36 Tejas fighter jets.

US hands over 105 trafficked relics to India

New Delhi: The US has handed over 105 trafficked relics to India, including a 250-year-old wooden statue of Jesus Christ. The relics were seized from the US in 2019 and 2020.

A private deal to build NDRF’s headquarters in Bhubaneswar

Bhubaneswar: A private deal has been struck to build the National Disaster Response Force’s (NDRF) headquarters in Bhubaneswar. The deal involves the construction of a 10-storey building on a plot of land in the city.

New Delhi: A private deal to build NDRF’s headquarters in Bhubaneswar has been struck. The project involves the construction of a 10-storey building on a plot of land in the city.